The Supreme Council of the Presidency of the International States Parliament for Safety and Peace, New Society of the Nations, has granted by Parliamentary Decree and approved by His Excellency The Lord President.

ACCREDITATION AND OFFICIAL STATUS OF RECOGNITION

to:

LEAGUE OF INDIAN NATIONS OF NORTH AMERICA

with Seat in Canada, North Bay city


THE LORD PRESIDENT (as Head of State)

+ Msgr Sen. Viktor Busá

THE MINISTER OF DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Senator Dr. Manuel Pinto da Costa

Given in Palermo, Italy,
January 9, 2008
Reg. No. 0/32
Resolution
Passed by International Council
Resolution no. No 0012/09-10
Dated 13th March, 2010

Endorsement of IPSP Peace Charter and seeking accreditation with IPSP

The International Council of CCLP Worldwide hereby resolves at its Council meeting held at its reg. office with Members on 13th March 2010 that It is resolved that

Whereas The International States Parliament for Safety and Peace (ISPSP) was founded December 15, 1975 by a letter of the Constitution of the International Legislative Assembly. It was juridically recognized by the International Law and the first nations to recognize it were the United States and Italy. It is parallel to the United Nations and, like the United Nations, has representative ambassadors from all nations. The headquarters of the ISPSP is in Italy. The Lord President of the Parliament is the Archbishop Viktor Busa, President of the Council of the States. The ISPSP has been actively involved in peace process worldwide as new society of Nations.

We hereby resolve to endorse the international charter of IPSP to support the cause of worldwide peace and safety.

It is further resolved to file proper application with the secretariat of IPSP for accreditation of CCLP Worldwide as Global Organistaion

With the affirmation of following Council Members

Patron of International Council- H.E. Sir Dr M Ponnavaikko (India)

International Chairman- H.E. Dr Vikrant Singh (India)

International Vice Chairman- H.E. Dr Vinod Singh (India)

Approved resolution of World Council of CCLP worldwide
Resolution
Passed by International Council

Resolution no. No 0012/09-10

International Governor- H.E. Mr. Shailednra Kumar (India)
International Governor- H.E. Mr. Subhkanan Bajoria (India)
International Governor- H.E. Dr Thales Castro (Brazil)
International Governor- H.E. Dr Elvis C Enyioko (Nigeria)
International Governor- H.E. Dr Peter Gummersbach (Germany)
International Governor – H.E. Mr. Jozsef Vegh (Hungary)
International governor- H.E. Prof Dr Troisi (Malta)